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We travel to Charlotte, Texas to introduce our employee spotlight for April, Daniel Gutierrez. Daniel will be cel-
ebrating two years with Gravity in September.

Family drives the passion for success that Daniel Gutierrez carries within 
himself. This father of five has worked hard for Gravity since September 
2020, and it has allowed him to play even harder with his family. He has 
the time and energy, to which he credits his position with Gravity, to be 
able to spend quality time with his family.

Daniel says that he has some very busy kiddos as well. His two sons keep 
a full schedule with sports, and the family enjoys visiting different state 
parks and camping. The position Daniel has with Gravity allows him to 
work hard day in and day out and provide the life he and his family 
enjoy.

Travel and adventure are other reasons Daniel thrives in his position 
with Gravity. He says that one of his favorite parts of the job is being 
able to visit different locations and interacting with all the various peo-
ple and employees that help make Gravity function. A family-oriented 
company and a family-oriented guy to help facilitate our day-to-day 
operations make for a great partnership to achieve success.

Daniel shared that his role model is his father, and we are certain that his children feel the same about him. 
From an interior builder in Divine, Texas, to a field technician with Gravity, Daniel teaches his children that 
with hard work and a belief in yourself, you can climb the ladder of success. He hopes to move further up 
in Gravity as his time progresses.

“Daniel started back with Gravity in Sept. of 2020 as a Field Tech.  Since his time back, Daniel has 
exceeded his expectations and has shown true leadership skills in his position.  His teamwork, de-
pendability, and dedication don’t go unnoticed.  Along with the whole Charlotte team, Daniel’s 
attitude and commitment to Charlotte’s customers and employees make him a valuable member 
of Gravity.”

Jeremia Bokulich
Branch Manager




